What is Challenge.Gov?

Challenge.Gov supports federal agencies to mature and scale the use of prize competitions and crowdsourcing campaigns in order to advance their missions. Challenge.Gov is a program in the General Service Administration’s Technology Transformation Services Division. Challenge.Gov is unique in its ability to facilitate engagement between federal agencies and the public to create transparency and equity in solving problems and innovation.

The Challenge.Gov platform facilitates public engagement and participation in federal challenges. The platform has a robust set of dynamic features for challenge managers and public solvers.

What features are available to federal challenge managers?

As a federal challenge manager, the platform allows you to:

- Develop, publish, and manage your content
- Promote your prize competition or crowdsourcing campaign
- Share your challenge listing directly to social media accounts
- Receive and manage submissions from the public
- Communicate directly with participants
- Build a community of innovators around your agency's mission
- Host challenge content and public solver submissions in a secure environment

How does Challenge.Gov engage the public?

Challenge.Gov offers a straightforward and trusted experience for members of the public to engage with the federal government to solve problems. On Challenge.Gov, anyone can:

- Create a public solver account
- Engage with prize competitions across a wide range to topics
- Compete to win valuable awards
- Follow and share prize competitions with their networks
- Submit entries in a secure environment
- Communicate directly with federal competition managers via the platform

Where can I learn more?

The best way to get to know the features is to visit Challenge.Gov, create an account, and get started. Once you're there, explore the detailed user guide and Frequently Asked Questions resources.

How can I stay in touch?

- Email us at team@challenge.gov
- Follow @ChallengeGov on Twitter
- Join the Challenge and Prize Community of Practice
- Sign up for Challenge and Prize Community Office Hours
- Subscribe to the Federal Challenge Monthly e-Newsletter for federal open innovation practitioners